Abstract

There has been growing interest in using electronic alternatives to the paper Flight Progress Strip (FPS) for air traffic control. However, most research has been centered on radar-based control environments, and has not considered the unique operational needs of the airport air traffic control tower. Based on an analysis of the human factors issues for control tower Decision Support Tool (DST) interfaces, a requirement has been identified for an interaction mechanism which replicates the advantages of the paper FPS (e.g., head-up operation, portability) but also enables input and output with DSTs. An approach has been developed which uses a Portable Electronic FPS that has attributes of both a paper strip and an electronic strip. The prototype flight strip system uses Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) to replace individual paper strips in addition to a central management interface which is displayed on a desktop computer. Each PDA is connected to the management interface via a wireless local area network. The Portable Electronic FPSs replicate the core functionality of paper flight strips and have additional features which provide a heads-up interface to a DST. A departure DST is used as a motivating example. The central management interface is used for aircraft scheduling and sequencing and provides an overview of airport departure operations. This paper will present the design of the Portable Electronic FPS system as well as preliminary evaluation results.

Introduction

The FPS, along with radar, voice communication, and visual observation, is one of the primary tools controllers use to monitor air traffic. The FPS contains much of the information about a flight which is relevant to a controller, including the aircraft’s call sign, navigation equipage, route of flight, and cruise altitude. Figure 1 shows a tower FPS used for an aircraft departing an airport.

Figure 1. Departure Flight Progress Strip

Controllers use handwritten annotations on the FPS to update the information. They also organize the strips on a strip bay or other surface, with the strips positioned to indicate some relevant order of the air traffic, such as departure time, arrival time, or altitude. As control of an aircraft is handed off from one controller to another, the FPS is also passed from controller to controller, either physically (in the case of intra-facility handoffs) or by printing a new strip (in the case of inter-facility handoffs). In this way, the FPS acts as a surrogate to the aircraft as it moves through the air traffic control system and serves as a record of the control actions that were used for a particular flight.

The paper FPS has changed little since its introduction. The flight plan information on the FPS is now stored in a computer system and printed automatically instead of being written by hand, but annotations are still handwritten by controllers [1]. Efforts have been made to introduce electronic versions of the paper FPS into radar control facilities [2]. However, little work has been done on implementing an electronic FPS system in the airport control tower. The benefits and limitations of paper flight strips should be understood before determining both the benefits an electronic strip system may provide to the control tower, and the form such a system should take.
Benefits of Paper Flight Strips

While the FPS may initially seem to be an antiquated technology, many benefits of the paper FPS have been noted in relation to automated systems and computer displays. The paper FPS is flexible. It is able to accommodate changes in air traffic and changes in annotation methods. No two air traffic control facilities function exactly the same way, and the paper FPS can be easily adapted to facility-specific needs. The paper FPS is also reliable. The only failure point in the system is the strip printer. If the strip printer is not working, the information contained on the FPS can be written by hand [3].

The portable nature of the FPS also has important implications. Possession of the FPS, either by holding it or placing it in a controller's strip bay, conveys ownership of a flight. When a controller wants to draw attention to a particular flight, the position of the FPS in the strip bay can be offset [4]. As noted above, the paper flight strip enables intra-facility control transfers (e.g., between ground and local controllers in the control tower) to be performed by physically handing off the FPS to the next controller. In addition, the paper FPS supports controller visual accommodation. The controller can move the strip to simultaneously observe traffic out the window and look at or annotate the FPS, which minimizes head-down time. The paper FPS is also an interface whereby controllers can make annotations directly on the strip, which may have advantages over a keyboard or mouse input method [2].

Limitations of Paper Flight Strips

While the paper FPS has proven to be a useful tool for managing air traffic, it has a number of limitations. There is no direct data transfer between the paper FPS and any other air traffic control system. Thus, the information about aircraft state and intent which is shown and updated on the flight strip is not disseminated for use by other DSTs. Also, the paper FPS has limited interactivity. While the controllers can interact with the flight strip through handwritten annotations and can interact with other controllers through the flight strip, the paper FPS cannot react to the controller annotations or adapt by automatically changing the information displayed on the flight strip.

Possible Benefits of Electronic Flight Strips

Two possible benefits of an electronic FPS include better observability of control actions and the ability to directly interface with decision support tools [5].

Observability of Control Actions

Consider a basic air traffic control loop with current paper FPSs as shown Figure 2. The controller receives information both directly from surveillance (radar or visual observation) and through a DST. Based upon this information, the controller issues clearances to an aircraft via voice communication. Some clearances, such as flight plan amendments, may be input into the Host computer via Flight Data Input/Output (FDIO) equipment and could then be immediately known to the DST. However, many of these clearances, such as heading, altitude, and speed changes, and taxi clearances, are not directly available to the DST because they are either only recorded on the paper FPS or not recorded at all [3]. The DST either must indirectly observe these clearances through surveillance, or there must be a separate mechanism for the controller to input information into the DST.

Figure 2. Basic Air Traffic Control Loop

However, an electronic FPS would enable the dissemination of more clearances, which could improve the utility of a DST. This information flow is shown in Figure 3. For example, the trajectory synthesizer of a conflict detection tool could use updated heading and altitude clearance information to construct more accurate trajectories. Another benefit of using the electronic FPS to record clearances is that a separate interface would no longer be needed to input flight plan amendments into the Host computer.
An electronic FPS could enable the flight strip to be more than a device for displaying flight data and recording clearances. The electronic FPS could have greater interactivity and could act as an interface to DSTs, as shown in Figure 4. For example, a runway incursion alerting system could issue an alert via the electronic FPS as soon as a dangerous taxi or takeoff clearance is issued. This interface synthesis could reduce the number of displays a controller would need to monitor.

Portable Electronic Flight Progress Strip Concept

An ideal flight strip should combine the benefits of both a paper strip and an electronic strip. To date, most electronic FPS concepts designed for radar-based environments have used a fixed monitor, possibly with a touch screen, to show electronic representations of multiple flight strips on a single display [2]. This approach creates an electronic analogue of the strip bay. However, in the tower environment, a fixed display for multiple flight strips may not sufficiently replicate the human factor benefits of the paper FPS.

One approach that has been explored for combining the desirable qualities of both a paper and electronic FPS is to keep the paper strip but use a video camera or graphics tablet to record the information on the strips [6]. However, with continuing improvements in handheld computers and wireless networking, another concept is proposed. Instead of a single display replicating the strip bay, the Portable Electronic FPS system would use multiple handheld devices to display electronic representations of individual flight progress strips. Wireless communications would be used to transfer data to and from the flight strips. In this way, the Portable Electronic FPS would retain many of the benefits of the paper FPS.

Motivation

The prototype Portable Electronic FPS system described below is developed to evaluate the viability of the Portable Electronic FPS concept, both as a replacement for paper flight strips in the control tower and as an interface for a DST. The particular DST concept used to derive requirements for an interface is the MIT Departure Planner [7]. This DST would improve departure operations by issuing pushback, taxi, and takeoff advisories based upon optimal, "virtual" queues in order to increase departure throughput and reduce delays.

Design Process

Requirements Analysis

Two major categories of requirements were identified for the Portable Electronic FPS: core flight strip functional requirements (supporting the existing paper FPS functionality) and Departure Planner functional requirements (controller inputs and outputs for the DST).

Core Functional Requirements

The functionality present in paper flight strips which must be preserved in the Portable Electronic FPS includes [8]:

- Displaying the aircraft call sign, type & equipage, transponder code, route of
flight, cruise altitude, proposed departure time, and departure airport
- Changing the aircraft type, altitude, route, etc.
- Recording the initial heading
- Recording "ready to push" and departure times
- Recording in-trail restrictions
- Writing nonstandard taxi paths
- Indicating a wake turbulence waiver
- Indicating correct ATIS received by aircraft
- Indicating a position-and-hold clearance
- Recording any other nonstandard instructions

**Departure Planner Functional Requirements**

The inputs required for the Departure Planner are [7]:

- Aircraft "ready for pushback" time
- Actual gate pushback time
- Taxi start time
- Takeoff time
- Gate location
- Current runway configuration
- Downstream constraints

The Departure Planner interface will output:

- Virtual pushback queues
- Virtual runway queues, including runway assignments and suggested takeoff times
- Suggested runway configuration changes
- An airport surface map

**Design Conclusions**

The core and Departure Planner functional requirements can be organized into two categories: aircraft-specific, and airport-wide. Aircraft-specific elements include pushback, taxi, and takeoff times, gate locations, and runway assignments. Airport-wide elements include pushback queues, runway queues, and runway configurations. The Portable Electronic FPS is well-suited for showing aircraft-specific information. Indeed, some of the required Departure Planner inputs, such as the pushback and takeoff times, are already contained on paper flight strips [8]. However, airport-wide information has been determined to be more appropriate for a centralized interface, rather than distributed throughout individual Portable Electronic FPSs.

The above observations led to the conclusion that a Departure Planner interface should consist of both the Portable Electronic FPS system and a centralized management interface, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. System Architecture for Departure Planner Interface](image)

The Portable Electronic FPS will be used to receive individual aircraft departure advisories from the Departure Planner and to input clearances from the controller. The management interface will be used to display and change departure sequencing and spacing on an airport-wide level. Figure 6 shows an overview of the interaction and information flow between the air traffic controller, the management interface, and the Portable Electronic FPS.

![Figure 6. Interaction and Information Flow Between Controller, Portable Electronic FPS, and Management Interface](image)
Prototype Implementation

\textbf{Hardware}

The prototype design of the Departure Planner interface has been implemented using Compaq iPAQ PDAs for the Portable Electronic FPSs and a desktop computer for the management interface. The iPAQs communicate with the management interface via a RF wireless local area network. The PDAs are not considered appropriate for a production system. However, they have a number of attributes which are useful for prototyping the Portable Electronic FPS design: they reasonably approximate the size of paper strips, they have a straightforward software development environment, they have a touch-screen for direct input, and it is easy to add wireless networking capability to the PDAs. With the growth of handheld computer technology, it is assumed that devices will be available for a production Portable Electronic FPS system which will have greater functionality than currently available devices, lower costs, and a form factor customized for this application.

\textbf{Management Interface Display}

The prototype management interface consists of runway, taxi, and pushback virtual queues, displayed in a timeline format similar to that used by the NASA Traffic Management Advisor, a DST for sequencing and spacing arrival traffic [9]. This format is chosen to make the management interface compatible with arrival DST interfaces, given that departure operations are often dependent on arrivals and a single runway may be used for both arrival and departure traffic.

The interface also displays an airport surface map, as shown in Figure 7. This could be used to increase interactivity between the Portable Electronic FPSs and the management interface (e.g., when a flight strip is picked up by a controller, that aircraft is highlighted on the surface map). Provisions are also made to input downstream constraints and the current runway configuration. The management interface could also include interfaces to weather data and departure performance metrics as further possibilities.

\textbf{Portable Electronic FPS Display}

The Portable Electronic FPS display shows the information contained on paper strips and supports the functionality required for the Departure Planner. Because the FPS is well-suited to showing an aircraft-centric view of the departure process, Departure Planner advisories are also included on the Portable Electronic FPS. These advisories are displayed in the form of a tabular event listing for a particular aircraft, instead of timelines organized by airport resource as they are shown on the management interface. The events consist of the major state changes or control points that the aircraft will transition through during its departure: calling ready for gate pushback, pushback clearance, taxi clearance, and takeoff clearance. The timing and sequence of the aircraft events is displayed, along with restrictions on these events (e.g., miles-in-trail, ground delay program, waiting for another aircraft to push).

This leads to the general layout of the Portable Electronic FPS shown in Figure 8. The traditional elements of the paper FPS – call sign, navigation equipage, route, heading, and altitude blocks – are located along the top of the display. The bottom half of the display contains the tabular aircraft event listing and soft buttons for recording clearances. In addition, it has been noted that an important attribute of the paper FPS is the ability to make free annotations [5]. For this purpose, a scratchpad area is included in the upper-right corner of the display.
where the controller can make annotations that do not need to be interpreted by the system.

Controller interaction with the Portable Electronic FPS consists of modifying the flight data fields, issuing clearances, and writing free annotations. While it is desirable to replicate the interaction mechanisms of the paper flight strips as closely as possible, this presents problems for the modification of flight data fields. With the paper FPS, changes are made by writing directly on the strip to indicate the new value. Handwriting recognition approaches were considered as an input modality for the Portable Electronic FPS but were rejected in favor of a menu-based approach (shown in Figure 10) due to the verification workload associated with handwriting recognition.

The menu approach was considered appropriate since most of the expected data fields have a discreet number of possible values which can be conditionally determined. For example, to change an assigned runway (if the Departure Planner selection was unacceptable) the controller would first tap the runway data field, which would then be highlighted. Soft buttons for each possible runway would then appear in the lower half of the screen. A new runway is chosen by tapping on the appropriate button. This change can then be confirmed by tapping the accept button or cancelled by tapping the cancel button with the stylus.

Free annotations are done by writing with the iPAQ stylus on the touch-screen. Clearances are issued by tapping soft clearance buttons with the stylus. These buttons change depending on the aircraft's departure state. For example, an aircraft waiting for taxi clearance would have buttons for taxi clearance to the runway, taxi clearance to an intermediate hold short point, and a button to indicate that the aircraft has received the current airport weather information (ATIS). For an aircraft in sequence at the runway threshold, the Portable Electronic FPS would show buttons for position-and-hold clearance and takeoff clearance.

The clearance buttons are color-coded. Yellow indicates that the aircraft is not yet first in sequence for that event. Green indicates that the aircraft is first in the sequence. In the event of an incorrect or inadvertent clearance being recorded by the controller on the FPS, an undo button is provided to return the aircraft to its last state. Because the time a clearance is issued can be automatically recorded by the Portable Electronic FPS, the clearance buttons replace the need for the controller to write down the ready for pushback and departure times as is currently done with paper strips.
Initial controller interaction with the management interface consists of resequencing actions, which are performed via drag-and-drop operations on the timelines, and choosing runway configurations via a menu-based interface.

Preliminary Design Evaluation

Initial feedback on the prototype system has been received from air traffic controllers in the Boston area. The use of soft buttons to record clearances instead of writing clearance times was viewed as the most desirable new functionality of the Portable Electronic FPS. It was also noted by a Boston TRACON controller that an electronic FPS could replace the existing interface between tower and TRACON controllers at Boston Logan airport. Currently, a video camera is used to show TRACON controllers an image of the flight strips which will soon be transferred to their control from the tower. The utility of this system is reduced by changing lighting conditions. With an electronic FPS system, the TRACON controllers could have their own interface showing flights that are about to come under their control.

Further input will be solicited from tower controllers to improve the prototype interface design, especially with regard to the departure planner elements of the displays. In particular, it is desired to know if absolute or relative timing information is more useful for the tabular aircraft events list on the Portable Electronic FPS. Also, the most important information to show for each type of restriction (MINIT, MIT, DSP, APPREQ, EDCT, etc.) is unknown at this time and will be determined through controller evaluations.

Once the prototype interface design has been refined based on controller input, subjective and objective evaluations of the functional viability of the Portable Electronic FPS concept will be conducted. Of particular interest is whether or not the Portable Electronic FPS system better satisfies the human factors requirements of the control tower, or if a fixed, head-down display would suffice.

Such testing will begin with a simple experiment in which controllers will perform actions on the Portable Electronic FPS, a fixed electronic FPS, or a paper FPS while simultaneously performing another task which requires head-up observation. Further goals are to conduct simulation studies and field trials, possibly using a control tower simulator such as the NASA Future Flight Central facility.

Conclusions

With the advances in handheld computer and wireless communication technology, a new approach to air traffic control DST interfaces has been enabled, particularly for use in an airport control tower. This approach has been prototyped using PDAs and a wireless local area network to create an interface in the form of a Portable Electronic FPS. The Portable Electronic FPS combines the benefits of a paper FPS with the advantages of an electronic FPS. A departure DST is used as a motivating example for the Portable Electronic FPS system. Initial controller reaction to the interface has been favorable, although more testing and evaluation must be completed to determine the viability of the Portable Electronic FPS concept.
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